The Gathering Ministry Intern
Overview: The Ministry Intern will serve part-time through The Gathering, a joint multi-ethnic worship service
co-hosted by Aldersgate and Enoch Chapel United Methodist Churches. The intern will assist with Saturday
night worship, participate in a weekly ministry of his or her own, and support the overall work of The
Gathering. The purpose of this internship is two-fold: to strengthen ongoing ministries of The Gathering as well
as to nurture the intern’s ministry skills and experiences.
Supervision: The Ministry Intern will report to both pastors.
Responsibilities: Upon beginning the internship the intern and pastors will review the ministries of The
Gathering and discuss the intern’s passions, gifts, and ministry interests. Together the intern and pastors will
develop a learning / serving covenant to highlight what experiences the intern would like to gain from the
internship and how the church can facilitate those learnings.
Specific responsibilities will be developed out of the learning serving covenant. These could range from a
variety of Saturday evening tasks (such as hospitality, assisting with children or youth ministry, music ministry,
worship leadership) as well as non-Saturday groups (participation in small groups, outreach, admin. support).
Any special events or other non-recurring expectations will be determined at this time.
Job Expectations: Unless determined otherwise in the intern covenant, the intern will work 3 out of 4
Saturdays a month (4 out of 5 on longer months), will meet no less than monthly with the pastor for reflection,
and will run for 12 months. While locals will be preferable for this internship, college students who are out of
town during the summer months may apply and negotiate a summer break so long as they still complete a full
12 months.
Compensation: The intern will be compensated at a rate of $2,000 for 12 months.
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